One Day Tour from Alexandria Port

Cairo

Day/ 01 Suez Port / Cairo/ Suez Port
Upon arrival at Suez Port by Ship, you will meet with our tour manager, who will assist you
through your immigration and customs formalities. Then he will transfer you to Cairo. Upon
arrival at Cairo you will meet with your qualified Egyptologist tour guide to tour some of Egypt's
most ancient sites: the ruins of Memphis at the edge of the western desert (30 minutes drive),
Egypt’s first Capital until the end of the first Kingdom, about 2270 BC, and one of the most
important cities throughout the history of Ancient Egypt. You will be visiting Memphis open air
Museum the most important piece is Ramses the second statue about 20 meters long. Close to
Zoser, Memphis, we drive to Sakkara, the City of the dead with the famous step Pyramid of and
the greatest Pharaoh of the 3rd Dynasty 2650 BC, the step pyramids is known to be the first
stone building ever build in the world, then you will be visiting a Mastaba (Tomb) for the Nobel
“Mereruka” from the old kingdom the tomb have beautiful colored paintings about life in Egypt
during the old Kingdom, Continue your tour to the Pyramids of Giza, the Great Pyramid Cheops
(Khufu’s), is the largest one of the three and one of the Seven Wonders of the ancient orld,
was built In the 4th dynasty about 2690 B.C. In front of the Pyramid of Chephren, there stand
the Sphinx, which was discovered in 1912 carved from asingle piece of stone. It is a lion with a
portrait of a Pharaoh’s head thought to be a likeness of the Pharaoh Chephren. Then meeting
with your tour manager and driver to transfer you t o Suez Port to board your ship, where he will
assist you through your check-in and immigration formalities for your departure.
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One Day Tour from Alexandria Port

Program INCLUDES :
- 1 Full Day Tour in Cairo
- All transfers in Cairo and Suez Port will be operated in a private Air Conditioned Van
- All Tours will be operated privately I.E You will have your own private guide and Van (NO
JOIN)
- Guiding fee for an English speaking Egyptologist Tour guide All through
- All entrance fees to all Sight seeing, as mentioned in our program
- English speaking tour manager to meet and assist you for finalizing passport control and
escorting you from/ to Port
- All taxes and service charges

Program EXCLUDES :
-

International airfares
Visa entry fee
Departure tax (If there will be)
Gratuities to tour guide, tour escort, Egyptologist and drivers
Personal expenses not mentioned : mineral water, personal calls, laundry, etc ...
Any meals not mentioned
All Beverages
Any Optional Tours
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